
Maths vs 
Numeracy 

Diagnostic Testing 1st Year Engineers 



Introduction & Background 

u  University of Wolverhampton Faculty of Sciences and 
Engineering have undertaken diagnostic testing for 
Mechanical and Electronic Engineering first year UG 
students for several years (as well as Mathematics and 
Computing students) 

u  Asked by the engineers to test fundamental 
mathematical skills on entry 

u  Wolverhampton is a Post ‘92 University, most students 
have Btech entry qualifications for engineering courses 

u  NUI Galway were interested in assessing numeracy skills 
of a broader range of students, included science 
students 

u  NUI Galway is a traditional university (A level equivalent 
AAB / ABB entry requirements) 



Wolverhampton 2014/15 

u  Conducted diagnostic test at the beginning of Welcome 
Week 

u  Multiple Choice paper based test (only 2 possible 
answers) 

u  Marked by the students at the end of Welcome Week 

u  Used really to flag to students areas of mathematics 
they needed help with 

u  Students Signposted to the Maths Support Centre very 
early, ‘pass’ mark 7/10 for each section 

u  GCSE level mathematics covering Algebra, Trigonometry, 
Functions and Graphing 



Sample Test Questions 



Summary for Wolverhampton 

u  Very few students scored 7 / 10 or more for each 
section (given that they could get on average 5 / 10 by 
guessing!) 

u  Mathematics skills weak 

u  However…. 

u  More engineering students used the maths support 
centre in Semester 1 than ever before 

u  75% pass rate in first year engineering maths module, a 
modest improvement on previous years (~67%) 

u  Tutorials better attended than previous years as well 



NUI, Galway 2014/15 

u  Implemented an online Numeracy Test rather 
than a paper based Maths Test. All the usual 
aims, identify problems, connect students 
with support available etc. 

u  20 (easy) questions covering arithmetic 
reasoning, percentages, fractions. Irish Junior 
Certificate/GCSE level material. Pass mark 
18/20. 

u  Students take the test every two weeks until 
they pass (they didn’t know that at the outset 
J ). 

u  Approx. 1,200 took the test during week 2. 



Sample Test Questions 



The Results L 



1st Year Engineers 



What they were bad at! 



Summary of NUIG 

u  Performance was poor in general. Engineers did better 
than e.g. Science, but still worse than expected. 

u  In NUIG there is a high entry maths requirement for 
engineers (Min C Higher level Maths ILC, equiv to low B 
A level). 

u  But about 20% of them have problems with basic 
numeracy at the outset. 

u  Results much worse amongst groups with lower entry 
requirements. 

u  Positive: In the end, through repeated engagement with 
support available the students overcame their 
difficulties.   



Plans for 2015/16 at UoW 

u  A paper based test to be delivered during week 1 
covering maths and numeracy. (Not all the students 
attended Welcome Week sessions…) 

u  To be marked by the staff lecturing on first year 
mathematics module 

u  A greater emphasis on problem areas (trig, algebra) 

u  Hopefully increase uptake of Maths Support provision at 
Telford campus (and free up some capacity of the 
provision at City campus) 

u  To be rolled out to include Civil engineers in 2016/17 if 
successful 


